Application of pattern recognition techniques to mass spectrometric data for sequencing C-terminal peptide residue series.
The application of pattern recognition to sequence elucidation from fast atom bombardment (FAB), collisionally activated dissociation (CAD), and tandem mass spectrometric data of peptides was investigated. Learning machine techniques for pattern recognition were applied to detect C-terminal series amino acid sequences up to the pentapeptide Try-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu (YGGFL). The approach conditions the data by building upon known fragmentation pathways of peptides in FAB/CAD-related analysis. The intensities of critical sequence ion peaks are used to describe each pattern in the training set. A well-defined training set is then made use of to classify unknown species. The FORTRAN-77 program is adapted from one first developed by P.C. Jurs. It requires only the input of the critical peak intensities and the length of the unit to be tested. The method has potential in applications to larger peptides provided a database for the training set can be constructed.